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Introduction

FCC Feasibility Study (FS) addresses the following recommendation of 2020 update of the 
European Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPP): 

“Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical and financial 
feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass energy of at least 100 TeV 
and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak factory as a possible first stage. Such a 
feasibility study of the colliders and related infrastructure should be established as a global 
endeavour and be completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update.”

Results will be summarised in a Feasibility Study Report by the end of 2025

Work started à will span 2021-2025



FCC FS main objectives

High-level objectives:

q demonstration of the geological, technical, environmental and administrative feasibility of the tunnel
and surface areas and optimisation of placement and layout of the ring and related infrastructure;

q pursuit, together with the Host States, of the preparatory administrative processes required for a 
potential project approval, with a focus on identifying and surmounting possible showstoppers; 

q optimisation of the design of the colliders and their injector chains, supported by R&D to develop
the needed key technologies;

q development and documentation of the main components of the technical infrastructure;

q elaboration of a sustainable operational model for the colliders and experiments in terms of human 
and financial resource needs, as well as environmental aspects and energy efficiency;

q development of a consolidated cost estimate, as well as the funding and organisational models 
needed to enable the project’s technical design completion, implementation and operation;

q identification of substantial resources from outside CERN’s budget for the implementation of the 
first stage of a possible future project (tunnel and FCC-ee);

q consolidation of the physics case and detector concepts for both colliders.



FCC FS main deliverables

Accelerators 
q design of FCC-ee and FCC-hh, and their injectors;
q development of key technologies for both, including high-field superconducting magnets, SCRF, 

high-efficiency power production, and other sustainable and environmentally-friendly technologies;
milestones will be finalised once Accelerator R&D roadmap available;

q machine-detector interface for FCC-ee (final focus magnets and compensation solenoids). 

Technical infrastructures 
q concepts for electricity supply and distribution; optimise electrical system efficiency and stability;
q design of cooling and ventilation systems; cryo plants and distribution; efficiency via e.g. waste heat recovery;
q safety and radioprotection; 
q integration and logistics: integration of the various components for installation, maintenance and operation; 

transport concepts on surface and underground for personnel and materials; etc.

Physics, experiments and detectors 
q consolidation of physics case for full FCC programme;
q requirements on theoretical calculations and Monte Carlo generators; 
q detector and computing concepts for FCC-ee and FCC-hh (also based on experience with Phase-2 upgrades);
q detector design and R&D (synergies with ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap);
q requirements on accelerator performance, technical infrastructure and integration.



Civil engineering and Host-State processes
q planning and management of high-risk area site investigations;
q pre-design of tunnel and underground structures, including shafts and caverns; 
q development of layout concepts for each of 8-12 currently foreseen surface sites, taking into account technical 

requirements and territorial constraints (buildings, streets, parking spaces, storage, integration of general 
services, etc.); preliminary concepts and requirements for access to each site; pre-design of surface buildings;

q development and deployment of communications plan for local areas to support the site investigations; 
q identification and execution of Host-State admin processes needed for possible construction start early 2030s;
q development of integrated process for environmental evaluation in agreement with regulations in both Host 

States, and first part of environmental evaluation process and impact study from 2023 onwards;
q roadmaps and plans for processes that will begin after project’s possible approval (e.g. acquisition of land plots 

for surface sites, public debates, environmental impact study and compensation procedures).

Organisation and funding 
q development of organisational models for technical design, implementation and operation of future project;
q preparation of consolidated cost estimate; 
q development of funding concepts and models for the project construction and operation;
q development of procurement strategy/rules for global project (with major contributions from non-Member States);
q development of sustainable operational model for colliders and experiments in terms of human and financial 

resource needs, environmental aspects and energy efficiency.

FCC FS main deliverables



Main deliverables and milestones

Decision on placement of the ring (geology, surface areas, etc.): mid-2022
High-risk area site investigations for selected placement: mid-2023 to mid-2025 
Design update for preferred placement scenario: mid-2023
General coherence review across all work packages: mid-2023 (Feasibility Study mid-term review)

Cost reviews by committee of external experts: 2023 and 2025

In parallel, financial feasibility assessment:
q development of profile of expenses vs time, and corresponding funding needs: end-2021; 
q preliminary discussions with main partners: end-2023;
q identification of potential contributions from outside CERN’s budget and development of affordable 

funding model for first-stage (tunnel and FCC-ee): end-2025.

Resources for FS (~ 100 MCHF) included in CERN’s 2020 Medium-Term Plan
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The approach adopted for the layout and placement studies is
the one anchored in the French law (Eviter-Reduire-Compenser
= Avoid-Reduce-Compensate), which has also been agreed with
the Swiss authorities.

The Multi Criteria Optimisation concept includes different aspects:

- subsurface aspects (geology, construction technology, etc,)
- surface aspects (land availability, access, etc.)
- nature environment aspects (protected zones, water resources,)
- infrastructure aspects (electricity and water availability, transport,)
- access aspects for different project phases (roads, train)
- synergies (tourism, water re-use, sharing of electricity lines, etc.)

On-going work: placement studies
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Vuache limestone
and faults

Jura limestone

High mountains (900 m)
north of Fillière river valley

Water protection and
natural zones without
developed access

Known water reservoirs and
protected nature in CH

(legal + technical reasons)

Densely urbanized
and emerging areas

Strict landscape protection
and re-naturalization areas

Densely urbanized

High altitudes
Likely major opposition:
local urbanistic planning

for traffic calming &
nature protection

Clustered residential
areas and farm areas

Terrain difficult to
access and water
reservoirs

Water protection zones,
landscape protection zones,

altitudes

Discouraged due
to likely oppositions

Densely urbanized
and agriculture/nature

Densely populated

Densely urbanized
and emerging areas
(some spots possible)

Protected forest

On-going work: placement studies (constraints)



High-field superconducting magnets: a step-wise approach

R&D on high-field superconducting magnets strengthened significantly at CERN (budget doubled,
~ 200 MCHF over 10 years): key technology for future accelerators (hadron colliders, muon colliders, 
neutrino beams, etc.) and detectors, with great potential for wider societal applications.

Bottura et al.

LHC 8.3 T NbTi dipoles

16-20 T magnets for FCC

HL-LHC 11-12 T Nb3Sn dipoles and quadrupoles 

3 full-scale Nb3Sn
quadrupoles 
for HL-LHC built 
and successfully 
tested in the US.

Dedicated High-Field Magnets panel in the context
of Accelerator R&D roadmap 



Organisational structure for Feasibility Study

q Collaboration Board: 1 representative per Institute that signed or will sign FCC MoU (~ 170 currently).
It reviews work needs and resources requirements and their sharing among participating institutes. 

q Steering Committee: provides technical and organisational supervision of the study; includes
CERN’s Directorate, study leader (M. Benedikt), CB Chair, Council President ex-officio as observer, 
and up to 5 members from Institutes involved in the FS

q Scientific Advisory Committee: international experts covering all relevant scientific and technical areas
q Partners envisaging to contribute meaningful level of resources towards future project (e.g. non-Member

States, etc.) will be invited by Council’s President to attend Council’s agenda items devoted to FS.
q Coordination group: chaired by study leader, brings together conveners of the 5 activities



Conclusions

FCC Feasibility Study started: it will address HUGE challenges, from the feasibility of the
tunnel to accelerator and detector technologies, environment, funding, etc.

Outcome will be presented in Feasibility Study Report to be submitted end 2025.

New organisational structure unanimously approved by CERN’s Council in June 2021.

Deliverables and milestones endorsed by CERN’s Council.

The FCC FS is a crucial milestone for the future of CERN and of the field in
Europe and beyond à requires the effort and engagement of the full 
European community à ECFA has a crucial role to play.




